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The aftermath. In Lower Canada the violence and destruction was caused by the British forces and some local
volunteers. They tried to.

The same year also had the Patriots promoting the boycott of British products in protest. At the time, the basic
social infrastructure such as schools were very underdeveloped, and accessible to only a few people. The
colonial troops began to lose ground, and at three o'clock their commander, Colonel Gore, ordered a retreat.
Approximately sixty Patriots fell in the battle. In , the Patriotes presented to the British Crown the famous 92
Resolutions, demanding the supremacy of parliament, the right to amend their constitution, and the right to
control public spending. Many rich landlords were simply holding onto the land for reasons of speculation in
order to sell it later for a good price. Effectively, there was a governor general above the assemblies, chosen
by London who also personally selected the members of the executive and Legislative Council the upper
house of each province. The rebellions in Lower Canada were far more violent than in Upper Canada as all
professional soldiers were sent to Lower Canada and there were no professional soldiers left in Toronto in the
fall of  As if that was not enough, regiments from New Brunswick were sent to Lower Canada. The rebels
presented little challenge to the government military forces, which included a sizable loyal militia under the
command of General Sir John Colborne  The 92 Resolutions, while not openly demanding independence,
posed its possibility if the Crown did not respond positively to the grievances of Lower Canada. In February
the disorder stirred up again and spread swiftly The British wanted to ensure the complete submission of the
revolutionary forces and, as in Lower Canada, they used terror. These form a bloc opposed to reforms, and
even more so to the independence of the colonies. Again, the leadership was reluctant to move forward. As per
the Communications Policy of the Government of Canada, you can request alternate formats of this page on
the Contact Us page. Greer, Allan. The victory of Saint-Denis was a thing of the past, and the British forces
began the massacre of the Patriots and the complete destruction of Deux-Montagnes county, the bastion of the
Patriots. The movements in Upper and Lower Canada were faced with a Great Britain that was armed to the
teeth, at its height as a world power and therefore capable of concentrating its forces of repression against the
provinces. The leadership of the reformers decided that the time for the insurrection had arrived. The division
of land into seigneuries and the monopoly on the land by rich merchants hindered the industrialization of
agriculture. Confronted with the constant refusals from London to give in to anything, the demands became
more insistent and the idea of independence gained ground. Tweet We publish here a collected series of
articles on the Rebellions of Upper and Lower Canada original available at Fightback. The economic crisis
added to the existing difficulties of the Canadian provinces. In Lower Canada there was the agricultural crisis
that caused a large number of starvations, to the French and English political and social problems within the
colony The crisis of the s The constant refusal of the Crown to grant bourgeois-democratic reforms would
have the effect of radicalizing the movement. If they had been prepared in advance by a leadership that
understood the necessity of an armed uprising, the Patriots could have, without a doubt, installed a new
republican government in Lower Canada, like that of their neighbours to the south. This was a way to protest
against the high cost of British goods, and against the restrictions on freedom of commerce. As early as May ,
popular assemblies propagated throughout the province. However, these people were not the only ones to
leave the United States for Canada: the migration of the loyalists also led to a migration of simple farmers
looking for land, and it was only the loyalists who were given special privileges like free land.


